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If you read any image, do not forget Jordan classic in the 1988 slam dunk contest in the free throw line. Today in the social network
there is a never before published Jordan dunk photos, from a new perspective to show the "air" of the occupation career. In the
picture the legend button from 1988 dunk that tournament contestant Greg - Anderson, Drexler, Jerome - CORSI, Otis - Smith, Webb
- Dominic, "potato" Wilkins and the 1987 dunk contest winner Jordan. Photos of Jordan from the free throw line in the air as the take-
off, stepping on the steps, the body and spread over and over, flying into the basket, absolutely amazing. Now through this photo
again aftertaste of Jordan's classic, it is a combination of athletic ability, creative and artistic perfection, still very excited. In the slam
dunk contest on props and costumes to attract the attention of the Jordan era, back at the free throw line up the moment, even if very
short, is unparalleled. 

No Ultra Boost Laceless 
shoe has just seen Adidas Nike Free RN Motion, this version of Flyknit 2017 spy photos also appeared, also removed the new shoe
lacing system raises the question: is the shoelace is history? Free RN Motion Flyknit 2017 Flyknit still uses Free outsole collocation
uppers, but the new version of X shape upper fastening replaces the previous shoelace configuration, enhance the overall texture of
the lines of colleagues, also provide a more stable package feeling. Free RN Motion Flyknit Ultra and Boost Laceless, are the kind of
shoes looks very comfortable, in this "socks" battle, which pair is your choice? 
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